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Larceny tops campus crimes
By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

Larceny, drunk in public, driving under the influence and vandalism are the most common offenses committed by JMU students, according to
campus police records.
In 198S, campus police arrested 120 people for
larceny from students, 73 for drunk in public, 61
for driving under the influence of alcohol and 47
for vandalism.
Of those offenses, driving under the influence
usually receives the harshest penalty.
Driving under the influence is classified as a
Class 1 misdemeanor by the Code of Virginia and,
as stated in the code, "results in confinement in
jail for not more than twelve months and a fine of
not more than one thousand dollars, either or
both."
Most first-time offenders are given a $250 fine
and a six-month license suspension, a clerk in
Rockingham County General Court clerk. Usually
the license can be reinstated if the offender agrees
to join the Alcohol Safety Awareness Program.
Most first-time! offenders are given a $250 fine
and a six-month license suspension, a check of the
records in Rockingham General District Court
shows. Usually the license can be reinstated if the
offender agrees to join the Alcohol Safety
Awareness Program.
However, for a second or third offense, a driver
might be imprisoned for a longer period of time
and lose his license indefinitely.
When patrolling, campus police stop drivers
who have been seen weaving, following too closely, braking erratically or driving carelessly in other
ways, according to a list of DUI detection clues
given to campus police officers.

Staff graphic by KEN MALCZAK

When drivers are stopped, officers can administer field sobriety tests, said Alan MacNutt,
director of campus police.
■*•When arresting people for drunk in public, officers do not have to administer sobriety tests, he
said.
"In a DIP, the officer has a lot more
discretion," MacNutt said.
If students are stumbling or slurring their
speech, an officer can arrest them for being drunk
in public. Officers are allowed that discretion
because they can be held responsible for ignoring
an arrest, he said.

"If they (the students) go on to cause damage to
themselves or others, the officer can be held civilly
liable for not following through," MacNutt said.
Drunk in public is classified by the Virginia
Code as a Class 4 misdemeanor, resulting in a fine
of less than $100.
Another crime that occurs frequently on campus
is vandalism. Most vandalism is alcohol-related,
MacNutt said.
Harrisonburg Police Chief Richard Presgrave
See CRIMES page 2+-

Radio station clears latest planning hurdles
By Morgan Ashton
staff writer

WJMR, the proposed student-run
radio station which first appeared on
SGA agendas last fall, recently cleared
two planning hurdles but might not be
operational for another year.
"Two years is average" for developing
a radio station, said Harold Crabill,
WJMR's general manager. "Two years
is not a long time.
"That's the thing people can't
understand. It's going to happen. It's
just going to take time," he said.

Nature
talks

An eight-month frequency search
ended in partial success in August when
a transmitting limit of one kilowatt
was approved by Cohen and Dippell, a
Washington D.C. radio consultation
firm hired by WJMR's board of
directors.
Last spring, the business affairs office
approved locating the radio station in
one of 'the four Greek housing units
now under construction.
"The administration has backed us
100 percent," said Laura Barton,
WJMR's program director.

Several speakers highlighted the
Visiting Scholars mlni-symposlurn
on the state of our environment.

"We're moving because the school is
moving with us," she said. The
Student Government Association last
year gave $550 to WJMR for the
frequency search, which has cost about
$1,100 so far. WJMR also received
$690 from the university this year for
licensing fees.
"We have to decide on an antenna
type and a transmitter type and (then)
jet back to our consultant," Crabill
said.
After a computer scan of the FM
airwaves, Cohen and Dippell informed

Super
saver

Crabill of the power limit dictated by
Federal Communications Commission
rules. The FM channel slated for use by
WJMR is 88.7.
"A frequency cannot interfere with
another frequency," Crabill said.
"There's a chance that anyone at 88whatever could interfere."
The scan covered the FM band only
up to and below 91.9, a broadcasting
area reserved for non-profit stations by
the FCC.
See RADIO page 2+-

JMU soccer goalie Chris North
has allowed the fewest goals
per game in the conference.
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Scholars
Man might ruin environment, ecologist says
By Mike Wilson
assistant news editor

Humans may be doing irreparable damage to the environment, said the director of public
affairs of the Ecological Society of
America.
"Many people aren't enjoying
what this world has to offer," said
Dr. Elliott Norse in yesterday's
mini-symposium.
Norse was the first of three
speakers to address students and
faculty in room D of the mezzanine in the Warren Campus
Center.
,
"If we continue the way thing
are going ... we are going to come
to a point where we're not going to
be very happy about the quality of
life in general."
If people continue to use and
jwaste resources the way they do
now, hunger and suffering will,
spread from the third world countries throughout the rest of the
world, Norse said.
Humans affect every aspect of
the earth, including the environment, Norse said. People "are
beginning to affect the climate

significantly," he said.
"The climate is one of the most
important variables that underlies
the success, the well-being, the
failure of human life."
Norse cited two major concerns
of today's ecologists and conservationists.
The first concern is population
growth.
If the human population continues to grow at the rate it is now
and people continue to waste
resources, there will not be enough
resources in the future, Norse said.
While countries such as India
and China have made attempts to
curb population growth, Norse
said "the United States seems to be
rather complacent."
He attributed this complacency
to the moral confict in this country
over birth control and abortion.
The question Americans must
consider is — "Do we have the
right to control reproduction?"
Norse said.
"Overpopulation is one of the
two fundamental driving forces
behind the environmental changes
that we are seeing," he said. '
See ENVIRONMENT page 7 ►

National forest sellers
in wrong, speaker says
By Mike Wilson

assistant news editor

^

Portions of U.S. national forests
are being sold at low costs without
consideration of their recreational
value, said the director of research
of Resources for the Future.
Dr. John Krutilla said when national forests were first set aside by
the U.S. government in the late
nineteenth century, they were intended for recreational use.
They also served such purposes
as "securing favorable conditions
for water flow," he said.
When the U.S. congress passed
the acts which created the national
forests, "they were relatively indifferent to the commercial value of
the lands," he said.
The fact that these lands would
someday be needed to grow timber
was not important because, at the
time, there was an abundance of
timber throughout the country, he
said.
Today, some of these lands are
being sold to timber companies at
low costs because the sellers only

consider the value of the timber
when accessing the land's value, he
said.
The problem is that "the value
of the recreational resources of our
national forests, by and large,
are. . .far larger than the value of
the timber," Krutilla said.
"These are the great
playgrounds of America," he said.
The way to solve the conflict
between those who want the lands
for recreational purposes and
those who want them for the
timber is through "multiple use
management," Krutilla said.
Multiple use management involves deciding which parts of the
land will be used for recreation and
which will be used for commercial
uses.
Krutilla admits that multiple use
management is a difficult process
to carry out.
Because of the difficulty, the
Congress passed the National
Forest Management Act in 1976
which "made provisions for the
public to participate in. . .the formulation of the plans for the national forests," Krutilla said.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Elliot Norse, s visiting scholar, speaks at the mini-symposium

Lecture outlines WWIII
By Maria Osbom
news editor

World War III has already
started, and it's a battle between
man and nature, said a visiting
scholar in yesterday's minisymposium.
Kirkpatrick Sale, an author of
five books and currently the
secretary for a sociological society
in New York, spoke to an extremely crowded audience in a mezzanine room in the Warren Campus Center.
He said humans are going to
ruin their environment in the upcoming decades with destructive
elements such as pollution, nuclear
waste, overpopulation and poisoned food.
"I'm sorry to tell you that the
third world war has begun," Sale
said. "It is man versus nature.
"And I'm sorrier yet to tell you
that we're winning it."
Humans are causing depletion
of natural resources, extinction of
animal species and disturbance of
the atmospheric balance of gases,
he said.
If humans do not develop an
"ecological conscience" soon,
they will not be able to survive

through the next century, he
predicted.
His solution to today's
ecological problems is to form "a
civilization that learns to live in accordance with the laws of nature,
... a civilization that takes
ecology seriously."
Such a civilization could be
formed if people participated in a
concept labeled as "bioregionalism," Sale said.
Bio-regionalism involves people
who live in a certain area working
together to preserve their environment, he said. A bio-region is an
area designated by a natural landmark such as a mountain range, a
valley or a desert.
"All that is necessary to understand a bio-region is to understand
one's home," Sale said.
The concept of bio-regionalism
was introduced publicly about 10
years ago, he said. Sale is a founding member of the North
American Bio-Regional Congress,
which meets to discuss ecological
problems and solutions every two
years.
"The vision of bio-regionalism
is to form an alternative society
based
on
ecological
consciousness," he said.
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Health center to hire new director
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

JMU will implement health center
improvements as soon as a new fulltime director is hired, said the vicepresident for student affairs.
Dr. Robert Scott said IS people
have applied for the director's position and two of those will be interviewed within the next week. Currently, the center is operating under
a part-time director.
Planned improvements include
new health education and awareness
programs and an evaluation of
health center services.
"We decided that with the size of
this university and the new plans for
a student health education and a
wellness program, we would need a
full-time director," said Scott.
The new director will replace Dr.
Walter Green, a local private doctor
who has directed the center part-time
since 1960.
Scott said Greene would not be
able to work full-time because of his
medical practice.
Dr.Ronald Carrier, who is taking
a one-year leave of absence as
university president, authorized the
plan to change from a part-time to a
full time director last spring.
"Our main purpose is to have a
more pro-active health center,"

Kg-^t
REHM^

Scott said. "Right now we only have
a center that takes care of ill
students."
Scott said the full-time director
will start new programs in health
education for students, and a
wellness program to encourage
health awareness.
"We plan to have more programming in residence halls and distribute
more literature," Scott said. "We
want to project an image on campus
as a facility that encourages wellness
attitudes."
The new director also will conduct
a thorough evaluation of health
center services to see where improvements can be made, Scott said.
"We want the new director to
evaluate the center on the level and
quality of service to determine if
changes need to be made," Scott
said.
He could not name the two applicants because their present
employers may not know they are interviewing for another job.
One applicant is a female from
Fredericksburg who practices
medicine in a clinic with several
other doctors.
The other applicant is a male from
the Shenandoah Valley who works in
the medical field for the state
government.
Scott said the applicants will be interviewed and evaluated by the
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health center nurses, current parttime physicians, student representatives from the SGA and administrators in the Office of Student
Affairs.
An applicant must be approved by
those groups to be hired.
The new director also will be the
center's first full-time doctor.
Scott said the center will keep the
10 part-time doctors working there
now.
In addition to implementing
health education programs, the new
director will supervise the medical
and nursing staff, calculate budgets
and manage the facility.
Although no major problems exist
at the center, Scott said students
sometimes complain about the services offered.
One common complaint among
students using the health center is the
long wait for an appointment, Scott
said.
^
"Sometimes the physicians get
held up coming from their private
practices, and there are scheduling
problems," Scott said.
"There will always be some
students who think the center is not
as responsive as it should be, but it's
not the family doctor," Scott said.
Scott hopes having a full-time
doctor will decrease the amount of
time it takes to get an appointment,
he said.
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RESUMES that get results!
Wi HAVE:
*
*FRK brochure with tips on how to write resumes.
♦Typesetting only $15.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
•kPrinted quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity. -"
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A series of nine commentaries
on the upcoming November elections are broadcast on JMU's
public radio station, WMRA.
The commentaries by author
and political scientist Edward M.
Glick air Tuesdays at 8:06 a.m.
and 4:40 p.m. They will be broadcast until Nov. 11.
A political scientist for the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record,
Glick is an occasional contributor
to Voice of America and domestic
radio stations, the British Press
Association and the publications
"History News" and "Review of
International Broadcasting."
Glick has spent more than 25
years in positions related to politics
and communications. He was
founder and managing director of
the American Institute for Political
Communication and a special correspondent for the The Times of
London.
Glick has served as a Cabinetlevel speech writer in two presidential administrations and as a consultant to the Senate Judiciary
Committee, the U.S. Public
Health Service, the Council for
Television Development and
various international corporations.
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POLICEFILE

Police charge
local student
with DUI
By Allx Dapolito
police reporter

A Bridge-water College student
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence Sept. 11 by
campus police.
Roger W. Martin, 20, address
unavailable, was arrested on Duke
Drive West about 2 a.m., police
said.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:

\

Driving under the Influence
Non-student Bradley D. Harrison, 18,
of Alexandria was arrested and charged
with driving under the Influence about
2:45 a.m. Saturday at Duke Drive West
and Bluestone Drive, police said.
Underage consumption of alcohol
• Three 18-year-old students were
charged Judicially with underage consumption of alcohol about 11:30 p.m.
Sept. 11, In Eagle Hall.
• An 18-year-old student was charged
with underage consumption of alcohol
about \ a.m. Saturday on Greek Row. He
also was charged with drunk In public,
police said.
• A 18-year-old student was arrested
and charged with underage consumption

>

of alcohol about 12:15 a.m. Sunday on
Bluestone Drive, police said.
• A student was arrested and charged
judicially with underage consumption of
alcohol about 2:15 a.m. Sunday In front
of Gibbons Hall, police said. The student
also was charged with drunk In public,
police said.
• A 19-year-old student was arrested
and charged judicially with underage
consumption of alcohol about 4:30 a.m.
Sunday In Chappelear Hall, police said.
• A 19-year-old student was arrested
and charged with underage consumption
of alcohol about 4:30 a.m. Sunday near
Greek Row, police said. The student,
doused with beer, also was charged with
drunk In public.
A judicial charge Is made when university policy Is violated. It is reviewed by
university officials. Police do not release
the names of students charged judiciallyVandalism
• A 1979 Porsche parked In X-lot was
reported damaged between Sept. 1 and
Sept. 3, police said.
A person walked across the roof, causing $650 worth of damage, police said.
Tennis shoe' prints were found on the
roof.
• The brake on a Jeep parked in X-lot
was reportedly released between Friday
and Saturday, police said. The Jeep then
roiled Into a Renault Alliance.
Damage to the Jeep was estimated at
$400 and included a broken tire rack and
broken exterior gas tank. No damage
was reported to the other vehicle.
• A talllight on a car parked in G-lot
was reported broken between 7:30 a.m.
and 8:30 p.m. Friday, police said.
Damage was estimated at $80.
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Jewish Students
Since Parents Weekend at JMU
is scheduled during
Rosh Hashanah,
you and your parents are invited to worship
with us
«
at Congregation Beth-El,
on Old Furnace Road in Harrisonburg.
Rosh Hashanah Services will begin
at 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 3,
and 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 4.
For more information call Temple Beth-El, 434-2744,
or call Prof. Andrew Kohen at 6605,
or Hillel adviser Alan Neckowitz at 6118.
Board of Directors, Congregation Beth-El
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FRESH REGULAR

' Rl SH SEAFOOD

Ground
Beef

U S D A CHOICE

Backfin
Crab Meat

Deli
Roast Beef

REGULAR OK LIGHT

T*a aM*T*. CMCTWf. CLASSIC

ma on

Michelob Beer

OBIT

Coke

i

266
CANS

W.TW.
•TL.

WASHINGTON STATE

Garden Fresh
Cauliflower

Bartlett
Pears

Hanging
Baskets

$

2 10 59°

«a»it Kca «ct-.AM i unti.

MIXED PEAS-BEANS.CORN

A&P
Vegetables

Stouffer's Entrees

%R3 sg
HARVEST FRESH

&, Citrus
\ Punch

fncei Good Sun.
Sept. 20 thru Sal
Sept. U. 1916

ALL FLAVORS

Ann Page
Ice Cream

SAUSAGE-PEPPERONI-CHEESE

Hflfmonftafa,. Va
"T* I'llOK-iiSa.

Stouffer's
French Bread
Pizza

CiuriiHesviue. n
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JMl/ student organizations multiply Environment^~\

By Kim Richardson

staff writer

~C?

One thing that JMU does not lack
is activities, said the associate director of student activities.
"Any night of the week there'll be
four or five activities going on, there
is something for you to do," said
Mike Way.
Currently,"more than ISO student
organizations are recognized by the
university. Every week, Way receives
applications from new organizations
applying for recognition, he said.
Way estimated that about 10
groups are added to the list of
university organizations each year.
Organizations are formed when a
"core group" of students with the
same interest get together, Way said.
Before applying for university
recognition, a group must get a
faculty advisor, and draft a constitution and letter of intent complying
with the university's standards,
A group's constitution must be
approved by Way before it can be
sent to the subcommittee on student
clubs and organizations.
"Any group can apply as long as
they meet the requirements. There's
no limit. We don't play the numbers
game," Way said."However, two or
three people don't constitute a
group."

W

-

After Way and the subcommittee
review a constitution, it must receive
approval from the Commission on
Student Services and the university
president.
"We don't say we're not going to
take any club," Way said. "After
all, the (U.S.) Constitution allows
people the right to join organizations."

"Any group pan
apply as long
as they meet
the requirements."
Mike Way
This year, 100 organizations participated in student activities night.
That is "the largest number of
organizations yet," Way said.
He partially attributes that increase to the growing number of
clubs relating to specific, preprofessional programs. Recently formed

*

**

organizations such as the JMU
chapter of the Hotel Sales and
Marketing Association fall into that
category.
Many groups are being reviewed
for university recognition now.
Groups that have applied include a
black Greek caucus, a Nursing
honor society, criminal law fraternity and an alcohol awareness club.
Once an organization is recognized, its operation is the responsibility
of the officers and faculty advisor.
"The advisor is the liaison between my office and the club," Way
said.
"We periodically review the constitutions to see that they're up-todate. If they aren't, then we ask the
faculty advisor to meet with the officers to modify them."
The student activities office offers
organizations an improvement program called "Care Package."-The
program offers guidance in a!reas
such as alcohol awareness, group
dynamics, time management, and
planning and evaluation.
Also, the activities office prints a
quarterly pamphlet that gives news
and ideas to club leaders.
"A lot of learning takes place outside of the classroom," Way said.
"And the clubs are like a lab where
you use what you have learned."

A

UNIVERSITY
MARKET

1
->

X
Port Rd.

HoJo's

*■ (Continued from page
oaoe 3)

. The second major concern outlined by Norse was greed.
"If you have more people who
want more, something's got to give
somewhere," he said.
"This is a finite earth. We live in a
closed ecosystem. It's a big
one. . .but it's small enough so that
people are affecting the whole
biosphere now."
Norse went on to list some of the
ways man affects the earth's environment.
"As a result of human activities,
the number of species in this world
will go down from a currently
estimated 30 to 50 million to perhaps
half that or less sometime within the
next century, probably within the
next four or five decades," he said.
He also mentioned the problem of
toxic waste disposal.
"There is no away," he said.
"You can put it someplace and hope
it will stay there until it is not a matter of concern anymore."
Norse compared the relationship
between the earth's environment and
humans to a man sharing a bed with
an elephant.
"Anything that elephant does,
even if he sneezes, even if his
stomach rumbles you can feel it," he
said.
"People are the world's
elephant."

University
Market

1 * 1
1/2 mile

1320 Port Road,
Harrisonburg
434-9188

SUPER DEALS
Tuborg Lt. & Dark 6pk
99c
Dr. Pepper 2 liter
S1.09
Milwaukee 1851 6pk $1.19

It doesn't take a genius
. to notice that the
best haircuts in town
come from ^
STUDIO P. HD.

Budwelser 12pk 12oz
Old Milwaukee 6pk 12oz cans
Coors & Lt. 12oz bottles 6pk
Coors Regular 12pk 12oz
Sun Country Coolers 4pk
Sun Country Coolers 2 liter
Dewey Stevens 4pk
Seagram's Wine Coolers 4pk

VIDEO RENTALS
First Day Movie Rentals
First Day VCR Rentals
Adult Rims
Lifetime Membership

87 E. Elizabeth St.
434-8188
1
m

S

Ice, Deli,Deli Meats, Cigarettes, Party Goods & Papers

a

11 UAhUAlAIAl hUMAI

S5.19
$2.19
$2.49
$4.99
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99

.$1.35/night
$6/night
$2.75
$10

Bring in your JMU ID and get a Lifetime Mernbership for $$.
^

i

i
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FOR

RENT

Almost on Campus - 1 bedroom
apartment on Dutchmill Court (Behind
Hardee's). Water, trash pick-up, lawn
mowing, & appliances provided.
Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit. $245.^434-2100.
Female Wanted - To
share
apartment. Your own large bedroom,
$165/month, utilities included. Call
434-3008.

Female Housing Contract for sale.
Room and board costs only. Call Kim at
433-0300.

Undercoverwear Agents: Lingerie
Parties. Earn money in spare time.
434-1759.

1973 V.W. - Excellent, dependable
car. Like new inside and out. Newly
rebuilt'engine runs great. Asking $1795.
Phone 433-3853.

Bussers - Attention Students!
Shoney's is seeking responsible
individuals for part-time positions.
Approximately 25 hours a week. Apply
in person, Monday thru Friday,
2pm-4pm. Route 33-E, near 1-81,
Harrisonburg.

1977 Honda 550 - Excellentcondition, low mileage. After 5:00,
289-6827.

Need Top 40 DJ - Call x4566.
Large Private Bedroom - Female
to share apartment in house with 3
others. Lease til May. $165, utilities
included. 434-1940.
New 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condo University Place . DW, AC, wall-wall
carpet, washer/dryer. Depdsit/lease.
Call 433-8639 or 1-786-6170.
Need Privacy - $145 for private room
in 3 person apartment. Includes heat.
Close to campus. 433-9189.
Dorm Too Crowded? - Share a huge
room with one other person in 4 person
apartment. $110, includes heat. Close
to campus. 433-9189.
FOR

SALE

Couch/Bad With Back - Good for
couch potatoes. Call Duane x5065.
Two Peugeot Bikes - 12 speed,
21", $350. 10 speed, 19", $325. Or best
offer. (703) 363-5336.
Two Single Mattresses - $15 each.
Great for lofts! Michele 433-9867.
Down Hill Performance Ski Outfit
-Atomic Sport mid-tail 185cm skis,
Atomic Supreme 120cm poles, Salomon
SX90 Equip'boots size 350, Salomon
Multi S737 bindings (mounted). All
unused, asking $500> Negotiable. Call
anytime (304) 24&S52b?
Loft Bed - 2 weeks old, only $65.
Call Debbie 4875.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
5090.

1980 Chevrolet Citation - Hatch
back, air conditioned, automatic trans.,
C.B., radio. Original owner with all
records. Very good running condition.
Two new tires, the others in very good
condition. Owner can bring car to you
for test driving. Asking $1500. Call
Edinburg, VA 1-984-8788.
1974 Tital Class A Motor Home27,000 miles. Excellent for the hunter
and small family. Air conditioned, new
generator, C.B., stereo radio with tape
deck. Very good running condition.
Asking $7500. Call Edinburg, VA
1-984-8788.
10%
Off Everything through
September 30. Used, new and
collectible. Town and Campus Records,
70 West Water St., Harrisonburg.
Used Books - Art, philosophy,
drama, poetry, etc. Also children's
books, old magazines, illustrated
books, lobby cards, collectible
paperbacks. Large section of books
25c each. Clovis books. 6 E. Water St.,
downtown Harrisonburg. We also buy
books. 434-5418.

Subaru, 1977 - 30 mpg., automatic,
low mileage, $1100, 433-8577.
HELP

WANTED

Want a Job...But Don't Want to
Work? Come join the team at Domino's
Pizza. We are now hiring for several
different positions from delivery to pie
makers. For more information call
433-2300 Mon-Thurs 1:30-3:30 or stop
in.

Buy One Get One Frss - 1963
Chevy Nova excellent condition, runs
great, 1964 Nova freel $450. Moving
must sell. Call John after 5.433-5032.

Dscsmbsr
Grads
Career
Opportunity - Stock broker trainee
opportunity in VA Beach for hard
working enthusiastic individual. Send
resume to : 2614 Totem Trail, VA
Beach, VA 23454.
$60 Per Hundred Paid for remailing
letters from ' horns) Send self
addressed, stamped envelope for
information/application. Associates,
Box 95-B. Roselle, NJ 07203.

/
-Mti

Need
Baseball
Chasers for
weekend baseball games, $12 per day.
Call Coach Babcock at 8467.
LOST & FOUND

■

Parable Recording Studio - A
professional 16 track facility. Why
settle for less when you can have it all?
At Parable, we can make your musical
dreams a reality. Call 896-6820.
The Widow Kip'a Victorian Bed &
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 21 Miles
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with
fireplaces; pool, caverns, hiking, come
frazzled-leave whole. $45 double.
7O3-477<2400.
PERSONALS
Jamson Investment Club will meet
tonight at 6:30 in Room A of the A.V.
Center meeting rooms in the basement
of the library.

Kegs

Kegs

Kegs Kegs

Kegs

Kegs at Midway - where else?
Whoever found and returned my ID - a
big thanks!

Black 10 Sp. Mountain Bike lost
Friday night. Urgentl Reward 433-5463.

Allstar JMU Private Party
weekend at the Mystic Denlll

Lost - Gold, Seiko Women's
Watch. Lost last Sunday near
Converse. If found, please call x5543.

I need a rids to Greenville, NC,
preferably this weekend. Very
important! Call Liz at 433-6415.

Lost - Two keys on JMU keyring at
September 10 TKE party. Urgent please call Jill x 7651.

"Cool Dude" 8 months already?!
Getting better all the time. ILY always Bett.

Reward for ki-colored
gold vnecklace.
Sentimental value. Call
433-6578.

Kath and Duck - Roaches-'like
js/ik
curlers?! I can't smile without you!
Here's to Friday... Pink-Eyed Woman.

Prannmnto c
P re nant? Fre
8
°
r
6
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conf.dential help.
test. Birthright.
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RJ's Gardsn Deli at 1560 S. Main
St. is accepting applications for
part-time day, evening and weekend
work. Apply after 2:00 pm.

1977 ■ Datsun
B-210 - Good
condition, 4 spssd. $1000. 828-3876.

Lifeguards
Needed! Current
lifesaving cert required. Part-time
available. Apply at LeClub Massanutten
289-9441, ext 5088.

SERVICES
21" Trek 12 Speed - Excellent
condition, lots of extras. $200. Call
289-6336.

1973 Datsun 240Z - 6 cylinders,
dual carbs, new paint, nice wheels, runs
and looks great. Must see to
appreciate. A really hot car and priced
to sell at $2800. Call Gary after 6 pm at
433-2928 or anytime at 433-9569.

New.Fischer Cut 70/Topmid Skis with
Look bindings $125. Size 7 1/2 Nordica
ladies ski boots $50. 828-3876.

Waitresses Needed: Available for
lunch, evenings and weekends. Apply
in person. Jess' Lunch, Court Square.

"Learn to Scuba Diva" Call Kathy's
Scuba. 433-3337.

Research
Papers. 1 5, 278
Available! Catalog $2.00. Research
11322 Idaho, #206XT, Los Angeles'
90025. Toll-Free Hot Line: 800351 -0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD
Shenandoah
Valley Bed &
Breakfast Reservations: Representing
13 exceptional residences and small
inns. 703-896-9702.
Freshmen - Off campus parking next
to JMU. Call 433-2126.
Horizon Sure, Tsn is a professional
Tanning Salon with the best systems
available and six years of service 1106
Reservoir Street. 434-1812
Service for Student. & Faculty
Pick-up and deliver laundry - Starting at
$20 per week, includes ironing & minor
repa.rs (buttons, tears, etc.) Call after
4^0 or leave name & number on
answering machine. 434-0070.
Computerised Printing Service

Cal. 433^5750. gam-Spm". Monday Fnday. two days advance accepted.

this

Party and Serve Your Community
with Alpha Phi Omegal
Beer
Huggers - only 990 this
weekend only at Midway Market.
Aiistars Rock the
Dan this
weekend!! Friday - Girls No Cover!!
Alpha Gamma Delta gets off!
Thanks for a great beginning!
Why Rush? Ba Casual! Mu Epsilon
Zeta - We're not Greek, we're Roman!
Info. 433-6552.
Be wild with AGD and PI Kap at
JM's tonightl
Landshark, you are more special than
words can say. Let's have that bottle of
wine soon. Happy Anniversary. Love
you, Duck, Duck, Goose!
Robert S. - See, the moon does exist!
Honorable guys can be found! Good
cuddling takes twol No hablo espanol.
Where's our maid, dear? Hugsl Carly.
P.S. Full moon tonight...
Chuck Taylor and the Aiistars Friday and Saturday - Mystic Denl
Gretchan - we're glad you're back,
Mom. Motel Hall rocks tonight.
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SPED - Some like water, some fly high.
I like them all -1 wonder why? Th.-crinee
P.S. I kill for Radinacls.
The Allstars and the Bull Rock
the Den this weekend 11
Kegs Kegs Kegs Kegs
Kegs at Midway - where else?
Kegs Kegs Kegs Kegs
Kegs at Midway - where else?

Anglers - Conservationists -Fly
Fishers - Environmentalists - New JMU
club organizational meeting, Sept. 23,
7pm, Ml 107 - Call Joe (433-0205)
Catch the Allstars Friday - on the
patio at noon and all night at the Den!!

Kegs
12 Coors 4.00; Budweiser "12" 5.29; 6 pk Pepsi Bottles - Midway.
Kegs

Brian,
Chris,
Doug,
Fred,
Marshall, Rob, Happy Anniversary.
Thanks for a terrific year, you guys are
awesome. Love you, Pooh.
Friday and Saturday - Ladies Night
and the Allstars - Ladies in Free,H-~.

4

Rush TKE Little Sister! Come
watch Monday football a! the house Sept. 22, 9 pm. It's above all or else!

Tracy, we'll have a great year yet - I
promise) Alex.
Petie Bear - Sept. is here and I still
love you I Happy 1 year! Love, your
Honey Bunny
Peter, I'm the luckiest girl in the world!
Love, Carla
Friday and Saturday - the Allstars Batting practice at 8:30 - $2.00 a pitch!
Beer
Huggers - only.990
weekend only at Midway Market.

Think you've got talent? Show it!
Audition for Homecoming Revue, which
is Oct. 16. Pickup and return
application in UPB office by Friday,
Sept. 26.
"24" Busch 7.99; "12" Budweiser
5.29; 6 pk Coke Bottles - Midway VKnitting Classes - For beginners, 6
weekly 2-hr classes, $25.00,
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, Sept. 16 thru Oct.
21, or Thursdays, 10-12 noon, Sept. 18
thru Oct. 23. Intermediate and
advanced design also available. The
Knitting Basket, 1427 S. Main St.,
433-9517
'■
(
Patsy - Happy birthday, wench! We
love ya - Jen, Rita, Kath, Susan, Karen
and Annie
Guys 3 , Ladies Free
Night with the Allstars.

THE FAR SIDE

To the men of 44J-K. You guys are
the greatestl We love you "and the
United Wayl 44G.

Dear Guardian Angel - thanks for
the lift! Love, Tracy
fc
__
_^_
Jobella: You've got such sweet
knees! Doc.

Meeting: Alpha
Phi
Omega
9-21-86, 7:00, Union Mezzanine. Be
There!
«
!
Chuck Taylor Weekend - All ages
admitted (underage get different stamp)

10% Off Everything through
September 30. Used, new and
collectible. Town and Campus Records,
70 West Water St., Harrisonburg.

Faculty/Staff Sllmnastlcs - MWF
at noon in Logan Fitness Center. For
women only. Showers available across
from Fitness Center. FREE I
Posters, blank tapes, special
orders, record rentals, LPs, 45s,
cassettes, CDs. Town and Campus
Records, 70 West Water St.,
Harrisonburg.

Tonight • Jamson Investment
Club will meet. Be in Room A of the AV
Center meeting rooms in the basement
of the library.

BLOOM COUNTY

wewucmtmeu
mo mmamu

PI Kap and AGD, sponsor night,
Thursday. JM*s. Get off!!

Talking Heads, Smiths, REM.
Woodentops, Husker Du, Dead
Kennedys and more. Town and Campus
Records. 70 West Water St..
Harrisonburg.
Have you

called X6504 yet?

The perfect kiss is the kiss of death
... Someone who knows.
Yoga and meditation support group
starting. Interested? "Inquiry, P.O.
2239"
Kamikaze Kim: The name stuck over
the years. Happy 21st birthday! It took
you long enough.
Tonight...The Hooters. ..Convo
8 PM... Be There!
By GARY LARSON

The door swung wide, and there, to the horror or
the other pirates, stood Captain Monet —
unmistakable with his one eye and pegbody.

Molson 2.99 Heineken 3.99 Coke's
1.99 at Midway Market

Chuck reads from 'How to Make Love
to a Woman" - Friday Night at the Den!

Debbie Satterfield: Happy 21 si! We
love you!! Your Roomies

Do You Want A Lot of Money for
an easy job? Earn $5.00 to $9.00/hr.
delivering pizzas. We have great
incentives, flexible hours, and a tuition
assistance program to help pay for
college. You only need to be 18 yrs. old
and have your own car and insurance.
Call 433-2300 and ask for manager.
Monday-Thursday, 1:30 - 3:30.

Chuck Taylor and the Allstars Friday and Saturday - Get the Funk off I

CCM Plgroast on Sept. 20 at 5:00
pm. Tickets are $2.00 and are available
after mass or at the door.

Lambda Chi Alpha - Rush bar-b-que
Saturday, 3:00 pm at the House.

this

Nancy G. My loss. RA

Aeroblcs/Sllmnastlcs in Logan
Hall. 16 classes each week. See
Breeze ad on Monday, September 15
for times. Sign up in Logan Fitness
Center. Classes limited to 25 women.
Sign up sheets will be posted each
Sunday night for entire week. Great
instructors, smaller class size,
carpeting, mirrors, mats, weekend
classes too I All for FREE.

Friday

If you took my bike from The
Graffiti House Friday, please bring it
back. No questions asked. It's
important.

Em NOW, MTHEIWVOW
scoerv veuarts* BACK NLL
MC*T, samrn*awiNb
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"Can I see your ID please?

>>

Bouncers keep it cool,
By Mike Felnmel

staff writer

A scene many people often don't see is the
empty dance floor with tables dressed only in
plastic tablecloths instead of beer.
Behind the counter in the deli, around each of
the doors or lounging on a bar stool, there is one
of them.
A few hours later, they are stationed at
their respective posts, scrutinizing IDs and faces
through the dim light as impatient customers
shuffle around to get a glimpse of the scene
within, i
i
To enter JM's Pub and Deli and other area
nightclubs, one must pass these familiar figures,
known as bouncers.
These bouncers are hired to enforce house
rules, which include maintaining order in the bar
and making sure everyone who enlers is of legal
drinking age.
In upholding house rules, the bouncer makes
sure that a patron does not get too fired up and
cause a disturbance. While most area bars do not
limit the number of drinks that are served to a
customer, the bouncers encourage those who
have had one too many to ease off.
But if any such disturbance arises, it is up to
the bouncer to deal with the situation.
Joe Myers, a bouncer-at JM's .says this is
usually not an overwhelming issue.
"Considering the fact that we get people from
all different socio-economic levels, college
students and locals, athletes fired up after games,
we will have some conflicts. But it's not that big
of a problem."
JM's bouncers say they only have to break up
a few small fights each month, and that it is rarely necessary to disarm someone of a small
weapon, such as a hammer or small knife.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Joe Myers, a bouncer at JM's Pub and Deli checks the 10 and stamps the hand of
Junior Mike Russo.
Fights are not the only crises that bouncers
have to face. Meyers is a trained emergency
medical technician, and recalls an incident in
which his training was required at JM's.
"A woman fell and suffered a dislocated knee.
When you have a situation like that, you just
have to stay clear-headed."

"Considering the fact that we get peopie
from all different socio-economic levels,
college students and locals, athletes fired
up after games, we will have some conflicts. But it's not that big a problem."
— Joe Myers
While barroom brawls are not a major occurrence in Harrisonburg, the bouncers must be
prepared to deal with such a possibility.
Another JM's bouncer, Lee McLeaine, is a
local karate instructor and holds a fourth-degree
black belt.
Meyers is reluctant to talk about fights he has
had to diffuse. "I really don't like to recount
stories about fights, because I don't want to seem
like a bad ass."

_»«

The main job of bouncers is to enforce state
Alcoholic Beverage Control laws. This entails
stopping everyone at the door and making sure
they have valid proof that they are of legal drinking age.
The bouncer also must be able to distinguish
real IDs from fake ones or from those that have
been changed. The new drinking age has had a
great effect on the bouncers' responsibilities.
"(The new drinking age) makes my job a lot

harder. There's a lot more fake IDs around, and
I've got to look much harder to spot them,"
Myers says.
When students are caught with fake IDs, they
are usually just turned away from the door. But
the bouncer reserves the right to confiscate the
IDs, "depending on how bad they insult my intelligence," Myers says.
These bouncers say that turning people away is
not something they enjoy, rather, it is their job,
and it has to be done.
Myers says, "You figure that at JM's we have
about 120 people working here. If I was to let
someone underage in and we got caught, all 120
would lose their jobs. So I have a very important
Bouncing can be a very difficult job. People
often become unpleasant when not allowed admission. It is the responsibility of the bouncer to
maintain his composure despite antagonistic
behavior.
"Ninety percent of the time, it's a really fun
job, but once in a while, you can get some people
who really screw up your evening," Myers says.
irJ W°^d-be revelers, Myers says, "Bring your
IDs and have a good time without getting too
vr^irvdH ^ ■" have fun- But y°« *» "<*<»
your IDs, because we do enforce the laws."

pq
/
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AFTER

HOURS
THURSDAY

•
•
•
•

FRIDAY

MUSIC

MUSIC

• dl»c Jockey — JM's Pub and Deli, Sponsor Night, S1
cover charge.
• Billy Brockman and Terrt Allard — Calhoun's, cover
charge not available.
• DJ — Players, Ladles Night, no cover charge for
ladles, $1 for men.
• Jellyfish Blues Band — Gandy Dancer, $2.50 cover
charge.
• DJ — Belle Meade, Ladles Night, $1 cover charge for
ladles, $2 for men.

• The Scoop — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
• DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
• Rick Richardson and friends — Little Grill, $1.50
cover charge.
• DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
• Topaz — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
• Hooker — Scotland Yard, cover charge not available.
• Hot Wire (country rock) — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
• King Pins — Belle Meade, cover charge not
available.

MOVIES

MOVIES
• Ferris Bueller's Day Off (PG-13) — Roth Theatres,
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
. • Under the Cherry Moon (PG-13) - Roth Theatres, 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
• Friday the 13th, Part VI (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
<
• Karate Kid II (PQ) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 5 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.
• Top Qun (PQ) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• The Fly (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• Vamp (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
•Manhunter (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 9:25
p.m.
• Butch Cassldy and the Sundance Kid (PQ) —
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

MOVIES
• Ferris Bueller's Day Off (PG-13) — Roth Theatres,
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Raw Deal (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
• Friday the 13th, Part VI (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
• Transformers (Q) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
• Top Qun (PQ) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• The Fly (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• Maximum Overdrive (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Manhunter (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Prizzl's Honor (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

COMEDY..

SATURDAY

• Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.

• Boffo — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
• DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
• Hooker — Scotland Yard, cover charge not available.

• Hooters — Convocation Center, 8 p.m., $10 general
admission.
\

• Ferris Bueller's Day Off (PG-13) — Roth Theatre?, 2
p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Raw Deal (R) — Roth Theatres, 2, 7 and 9 p.m.
• Friday the 13th, Part VI (R) - Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.,
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
• Transformers (Q) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
• Top Qun (PQ) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• The Fly (R) —Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• Maximum Overdrive (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Manhunter <R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Prizzl's Honor (R) — Grafton-Stovall TheaWe, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

ARTWORKS
SAWHILL GALLERY
• Virginia Women Artists: Female Experience in Art —
Through Sept. 24 In Duke Fine Arts.
Sawhlll Gallery hours: Mon. through Fri. 8:30-noon,
1-4:30 p.m., 7-9 p.m.; Sat. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

ARTWORKS GALLERY
• Steve*Lael — Through Sept. 20 in Zlrkle House.
• Mary Rouse — Sept. 22 - Oct. 4 in Zlrkle House.
NEW IMAGE GALLERY
"
• L. Scott Keely — Through Sept. 27 In Zlrkle House.

THE OTHER GALLERY

MUSIC

CONCERT

DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Topaz — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
Hot Wire — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Toronto — Belle Meade, cover charge not available.

• Chris Starr — Through Sept. 20 In Zlrkle House.
• Phil Ungar — Sept. 22 • Oct. 4 in Zlrkle House.
Zlrkle House hours: Mon. through Thurs. noon-5 p.m.;
Sat. and Sun. noon-4 p.m.

SAVE...on music
foraHear&
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We Have Available:

QUlO DOUU Carpet Kits
Dashes
_yg||S|^^ _ Headliners
Defrosters
l
' <H ~
JlU
Glass
Rustproofing
New and Used BMW Parts
Restoration, Painting and
Reconditioning
Restored BMW sales
Tune ups

WE HAVE STACKS OF WAX
AND CASSETTES TOO
MAJOR LABELS - TOP ARTISTS
A Sound Investment Save Big Bucks

(

BWA Road and Steering Wheels

Route 3, BOX 1 fifiR Rroadwav. VA

Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz and Classical
Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.

A

4k s

NDERSON BROTHER
1820 South Main

The Student Alternative
22815

703-896-2092

.-
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Goalie answers Dukes' call
By Greg McCormick
staff writer

■

Before JMU's soccer season
began, head coach Tom Martin and
the Dukes were a team in search of a
goalie.
Chris North, unhappy with his
current situation, was a goalie in
search of a team, and a chance.
JMU gave him that chance, and
since then he has been taking advantage of it.
"He's been a good stabilizing
force for us," Martin said.
"(Goalie) was a real problem area
for us:"
Through five games, North has
allowed only two goals in 473
minutes of play, a goals-per-game
average of 0.38. The Dukes's 3-0-2
record with North in goal is the
team's best start in almost a decade.
Not bad for someone who became
a goalkeeper to save himself a spot
on his high school roster.
•'I was a field player until my
junior year in high school," North
said. "My coach wanted to move me
to JV, but I asked him if I could try
out for the goalie spot."
He did, made the team, and has
been a goalie ever since.
The story of how North came to
the Dukes is an interesting one.
"As a freshman, this is where I intended to go," North said. "But my
grades out of high school weren't
good enough."
Late in the summer before his
freshman year. North went in search
of a college, and a place to play soccer.
The University of South Florida
invited him to try out for the team,
and after being accepted, he made
the squad as a walk-on.
Playing was another story as it
turned out.
North spent his freshman season
in a reserve role, and a back injury
the next year put an end to his
chances.
"It was just a bad situation,"
North said. "As I redshirted I knew
I was going to transfer."
North tried JMU again. His letter
to former coach Bob Vanderwarker
expressing his interest in playing for
the Dukes went unnoticed.
When the coaching staff changed,
however, so too did North's fortunes.
"About a month later, I got a call
from (JMU assistant) coach (Nino)
Altomonte telling me' about the
changes."
On his way home from Florida,
North stopped at JMU to mett with

Staff photo by Slav* Eaton

JMU goalie Chris North punte the bell during a geme earlier this season against Radford The junior
transfer hes allowed juet two goals In 473 minutes and has registered three shutouts.
Altomonte.
"As it turns out coach Martin was
here," North said. "We talked for a
couple hours. He really solidified my
decision."
But three days before preseason
practice was to begin, a knee injury
threatened to send the 6-foot,
180-pound North to the bench for
yet another season.
"I was working in a goalkeeper
camp (in Portland, Ore,) and went
up for a high ball," North said. "I
landed on (my right leg) and twisted
it, then I heard a pop. It kind of
wiped me out (mentally)."
Dr. Kenneth Spence, a Baltimore
orthopedic surgeon who often does
work for the Baltimore Blast of the
Major Indoor Soccer League,
treated North and recommended arihroscopic surgery.
"He decided the best thing to do
was to go in and look at it."
Spence discovered no cartilage
damage, only strained ligaments on
the right side of the knee, and North
was given the green light to
rehabilitate.

Visiting the training room twice a
day brought North back to practice
after missing eight days of the
preseason.
Since earning the stalling position, North's performance has
satisfied Martin, and the fact that his
knee will continue to improve has

game from back there."
For an all-or-nothing position
such as goalie, what defines a good
game?
"A shutout is the ultimate,"
North said. But when that's not
possible, North is satisfied knowing
there was no way to stop the opposi-

'There's a little bit of
danger. But you can control
the game from back there."
— Chris North
the first-year coach excited about
what is to come.
"I'm happy with him," Martin
said. "He wants the challenge."
That challenge, obviously, is to
prevent teams from scoring, a job
North loves.
"There's a little bit of danger "
North said. "But you can control the

tion's shots and he did not make
many mistakes.
North is happy at JMU off the
field, which is easy to see by the
smile that never leaves his face.
When he steps on the field,
though, he is even happier.
"I like it when there are things to
do."
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Cross country squad builds for future
By Anthony Frascogna
staff writer

Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN

Sophomore Doug Bloor (left) and senior George Fitch will lead a
freshmen-laden men's cross country team.

The JMU men's cross country
team will have to run many tough
courses this year, but inexperience
may be their toughest obstacle to
clear.
The Dukes enter the 1986 season
with a projected starting lineup
that includes only one senior, and
features one sophomore and five
freshmen.
Coach Bill Walton expects
George Fitch, the lone senior, to
lead the squad and help the
younger runners gain the experience necessary to be competitive. Fitch has achieved the
respect of his teammates through
his positive work habits.
Sophomore Doug Bloor, who is
perhaps the best runner on the
team, speaks highly of Fitch. Bloor
claims that Fitch will get all the
support the senior needs to be successful in his final year.
Bloor hopes to make the allconference team this year after just
missing that honor in 1985. Bloor
only missed the squad by one position.
Walton said Bloor has improved
from last year and has an exceptional chance of making the allconference squad in the season to

come.
Tim Kare and Brian Schmidt
will lead the Dukes' core of
freshmen runners. First-year runners Peter Weilenmann, Scott
Dunn, Chris Murray and Bobby
Riedel should also start for JMU.
Walton is looking forward to the
Virginia state meet, where he
hopes the Dukes will finish among
the top three. Other important
meets will be the Colonial Athletic
As iciation championships and
the IC4A Championships, where
Wi on hopes to improve greatly
on ist year's performance. JMU
fini led 32nd out of 48 teams last
seas >n.
In his third year of an overhaul
of the cross-country program,
Walton said that all credit for the
improvement of the team should
belong to assistant Bruce Coldsmith, who handles the team daily.
The Dukes' homecoming will be
against VMI and William and
Mary at 11:30 a.m. at Purcell Park
on Oct. 4. The "Deans' Cup
Faculty Run,' ' in which the faculty
and staff will run for the bragging
rights of the school, will precede
the meet.

Worn en's prepara tion
could lead to success
By Tricia Dewey
staff writer

In most sports, preparation is
the key to success.
JMU women's cross country
coach Gwen Harris may have a
tough job ahead, but she has
prepared her young Dukes well for
the 1986 season.
The second-year coach started
by implementing a summer training program. That training has
helped the squad endure 10-mile
workouts, mile interval training
and weight training, not to mention injury prevention sessions and
swimmingSenior runners Teren Block and
Tina Nagurny will provide leadership to a team that could start as
many as five freshmen.
Another key for the Dukes will
be sophomore Lorna Lewis, who
Harris expects to improve this
season.
With this returning foundation
to give the Dukes a successful
start, Harris is confident her
freshman girls will steadily improve after Ume and race experience. With the great number of

first-year runners on the squad,
their improvement is essential to
the team's success.
The Dukes will take on some extremely tough competition including Penn State, Florida, Clemson, Tennessee and George Mason
this season, making their maturing
that much more crucial.
Harris was pleased with both the
individual finishes and the team's
placing sixth at the Wake Forest
Invitational last weekend, but she
definitely expects her team to improve.
"There is a beginning, middle,
and an end (of the season) and
we're shooting for the end," Harris said.
She looks to the meet at George
Mason Oct. 4 as a test of the
team's readiness for the Virginia
state meet Oct. 18 in Charlottesville. Her goal is for JMU to
place second in this meet behind
George Mason, but ahead of
Virginia Tech, Old Dominion and
Liberty.
Harris is happy for Block and
Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN

See YOUTH page 15 ►

Senior Teren Block will provide experience and leadership for the
women's cross country tosm.
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Since we came to campus, you've made
us feel right at home And we're thankful
for that. So to show our appreciation, we're
going to throw a party - in your honor.

Yei*

IA, \<hA/\ted>
Friday, September 19,5-8 p.m
Next to Godwin Hall
There will be eats, treats and tunes
from one of your campus favorites
The Scoop.

4)\fa> \4+

tkf.

<***/

* Take a ride in our First American
Hot Air Balloon.
* Register to win a VCR! (Must be present
to win).
* Live Music
We hope you can make it. And look forward to seeing you on Friday.

tv\
T

Memt>er

fkl/^MERICAN
FIRST AMERICAN BANK OF VIRGINIA

First American Bank and JMU - a winning combination!
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PROFILE

Liberty
Flames
Location: Lynchburg, Va.
Enrollment: 6,000
Conference: Independent
1985 record: 3-4-1
1986 record: 0-2
Head coach: Morgan Hout
Hout's record: 8-12-1
Last week: Lost to Mars Hill
15-0
Series record: JMU leads 4-1
Basic offense: Pro-I
Basic defense: Multiple 4-3
JMU will try to recover from a
pair of a heartbreaking losses when
it travels to Lynchburg to take on
winless Liberty.
Last season the Flames upset the
Dukes 9-3 at JMU Stadium, leading
to a five-game JMU losing skid. The
Dukes turned the ball over six times,
had a touchdown nullified by a

REC
penalty and had a punt blocked.
Injuries could play a major role in
JMU's chances on Saturday.
Quarterback Eric Green is nursing a
sore ankle and is listed as questionable. If he is unable to play,
either junior Julius Sherman or prized freshman Roger Waters will set
their first action of the season.
Fullback Warren Marshall is still
listed as questionable after suffering
a slight separation of his shoulder
last week against Morehead State.
Freshman Greg Medley filled in for
Marshall after his injury and led the
Dukes with 54 yards rushing.
Liberty is led offensively by
freshman quarterback Paul
Johnson. Last week Johnson completed 15 of 28 passes for 117 yards,
and has connected on over 60 percent of his tosses this season. Six of
Johnson's passes were completed to
split end Doug Thompson, who
leads the club with eight receptions.
The Dukes' loss to Morehead
State marked the first time in six
games the JMU defense has allowed
more than two touchdowns in a contest. Inside linebacker Dean McCullough continues to star for the
Dukes with a team-leading 44 tackles
in two games.
Junior place-kicker Tim Garritty
has converted on three of four field
goal tries this season after JMU hit
on only two of 12 attempts as a team
last season.

HELP WANTED

REPORT

ACTIVITIES

will be held Sept. 27 at 7:30 at
Skatetown USA.

HORSESHOES — The sign-up
deadline for a tournament is Sept.
23.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOLF — The sign-up meeting for
the intramural Captain's Choice
tournament is Sept. 24 at 5:30 p.m.
in Godwin 344.
SKATING — A free skating night

HOURS: 6:00-7:30 AM
CALL 1-955-1873

NOTE: Soccer and cross country will
be coming in October. Watch for
sign-up dates.

Youth
(continued from page 13)

Nagurny, who have the opportunity to lead the team in their fourth
seasons. She depends especially on
Block to set an example for her
younger teammates as someone
who "works hard, and never gives
up," Harris said.
Block's personal goal is to place

Help Prevent
Birth Defects The Nation's
Number One
Child Health
Problem.

in the top five in the Colonial
Athletic Association meet Nov.8.
Harris hopes that as Block,
Nagurny and Lewis consistently
place near the top, their teammates
will follow.
As the season progresses, beginning with the IUP Invitational in
Pennsylvania this weekend, Harris' plans for success will be tested.
Support the

March of
<Sp Dimes

TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

■

SPECIAL

RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH
NEWSPAPER ROUTE
AVAILABLE FOR JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY ON-CAMPUS DORM DELIVERY

SOFTBALL — An officials clinic
will be held Sept. 22 at 5 p.m. in
Godwin 205.

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus Cheese

JSXm ONLY $6.29
The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street
Expires 9 30 86

434-5375

!. •
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VIEWPOIN
College concerts?

-Rodney Rodgers

A college student's musical taste is like no other. At JMU, the University
Program Board has the responsibility of catering to that taste. The UPB is
supposed to be in tune with the pulse of the college music scene and they
.have demonstrated that by getting The Hooters for a concert tonight.
However, with the good continually comes the bad and the UPB lately
has demonstrated more of the bad. Unlike The Hooters, recent selections
have raised many doubts about JMU's image as a place where quality
college concerts are held.
Several years ago, The Kinks, Heart and The Go-Go's headlined a
quality concert schedule encompassing almost all of JMU's tastes. Some
can remember when James Taylor, Neil Young and Tom Petty appeared.
But last year was one of the worst for concert entertainment. Featured
were The Thompson Twins, Wierd Al Yankovic and The Motels. The
Thompson Twins drew a near-capacity crowd at Godwin Hall, but the majority
of the ticket buyers appeared to be area high school students. The same
scenario could happen with Hank Williams Jr. this year, who probably will
draw more area residents than students.
The UPB should search out college-oriented groups costing less
money like UB40, R.E.M. or Lou Reed. Bands like these routinely play at
the University of Virginia and Radford University. Yet JMU students must
drive to these schools to see college-oriented concerts. The UPB schedule
doesn't have to be dominated by these groups, just include them.
These bands are listed on all the college album charts we've seen, yet
JMU students have seen nothing of them and are not likely to anytime
soon. If the UPB continually misses out on these bands, JMU will not be
known as a reputable place for them to play, thus making it harder to get
them here in the future. For a group that should know what is going on in
^college music, the UPB continually misses the boat.
Money is a problem in getting some groups, as well as scheduling and
facilities. There could be explanations for the latter two, but we've heard
none to date. By getting some smaller college groups, the UPB would not
have to spend inordinate amounts of money.
Granted, it is hard to make decisions to please everyone, but with
sugh money and planning, we think it is time for the UPB to start using its
resources to look ahead instead of consistently being a step behind.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board and was written
by Mark Char nock.
The editorial board consists of editor Kyra Scarton, managing editor Mark
Charnock, editorial editor Charles Lundy and assistant editorial editor Harry Atwood.

Campus clubs: Good times and fun for all

.»

As JMU students finally fall into day' to day
routines, they should start to find a little extra time
on their hands. Hopefully, they will look into
joining a campus club, organization, event or
activity. The rewards are many: meeting new people,
making new friends, gaining experience in working
with groups and most importantly, having a good
time while being away from the books.
Keeping that in mind, here are some of the brand
new campus clubs, committees, organizations and
events:
JMU Dining Club: This club of coed students posing
as Hotel/Restaurant Management majors visits and
tours fancy restaurants to fulfill alleged class
requirements in hopes of receiving free or half-priced
complimentary meals. Inspired by the success of real
HRM majors, the members might also form a Bar
and Tavern club in quest of free beer.
Dr. Carrier Homecoming Day Committee: An SGA
ad-hoc committee created to organize enough events,
ceremonies and festivities to force cancellation of all
classes on Dr. Carrier's April Fool's Day return.
Accounting/Auditing Games: Here accounting majors

get a chance for real hands-on experience by "playing"
with a local company's records. The accounting side
tries to cheat on the taxes and the auditors try to catch
them. Fun for all.
Generic Hotline: Inspired by the incredible variety of
advice offered by Ann Landers, the AIDS, pregnancy,
crack, drugs, suicide and various other hotlines will
be merged into one single hotline to be run by
know-it-alls.

5

GETTING REAL
Carl Johnson

JMU Apathy Club:

JMU Polo Club: Makers of fine t-shirts.
Beginner's Entrepreneurship Club: Up-and-coming

collegiate entrepreneurs gather to devise and market a
product and try it out in the real business world. If
it's successful, then the bookstore "borrows" it,
doubles the price and sells it to students.
Policefile Club: A social club made up solely of
people who have made Policefile, it hopes to throw
great parties and promises an interesting rush.
JMU Microeconomics Club: A club for business
majors to add to their resumes. Everyone gets
accepted and congratulations! You're a vice president
The Human Club: Social organizations made up of
human beings looking for SGA funded road trips to
Human Club conventions in Fort Lauderdale FL,
New Orleans and New York City.
Alcohol-less Anonymous: A group made up
primarily of freshmen and sophomore students who
dont have fake IDs. They get together to play
pmgpong, watch television and tailgate Pintos for
excitement
If you haven't been able to locate any of these
clubs, then you're not locking hard enough.
Carl Johnson is a junior majoring in accounting.

■

i
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Death penalty is deterrent WJMR has
good future

every crime (as Mr. Atwood satirizes that supporters
To the editor:
of capital punishment would). Instead, I feel that if
Mr. Atwood's column "Death penalty is revenge,
the death penalty is used for crimes such as drug
not deterrent" exaggerates and misrepresents the
related murders, it will deter criminals. By instituting
intentions of capital punishment. Through our
the death penalty for these crimes it will make the
legislative branch, society difines acceptable behavior
people who commit these crimes aware of the
through the creation of laws. The judicial system
consequences of their actions.
then determines guilt or innocence based on these
The death penalty is exactly what it says; it is the
laws as well as the precedent of other court cases.
penalty of death imposed on an individual who
Capital punishment is the ultimate penalty for crimes
in our nation, and many precautions are taken to i showed total disregard for the one thing society holds
dearest, life. The death penalty is not revenge, it is
ensure that it is not implemented too haphazardly.
justice.
.
Mr. Atwood says that "Criminals that are
f
dangerous to society should be kept apart from the
public." Why should society be burdened by such
Stephen M. Singleton
criminals? One of the reasons that U.S. jails are so
senior
overcrowded is because there are thousands of men on
political science, anthropology
death row. I do not advocate the death penalty for

'Left Field' communistic
To the editor:
Every week I dread picking up The Breeze and
reading Harry Atwood's column "From Left Field."
Week after week, Mr. Atwood hurls liberal,
communist-like garbage at his readers. The Sept. 15
issue was no different
Too often in our society people are too concerned
with the person who has committed the crime rather
than the victim who suffered and their family. If a
person murders another in cold-blood then he too
deserves to die. Studies have shown that capital
punishment does deter crime; Mr. Atwood fails to

Letters

Policy

The Breeze,welcomes letters to the editor from
all readers. Utters should be typed and include the
writer's name, phone number, academic year and
major.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor.
The Breeze, Communication Arts Department,
JMU, Harrisonburg VA 22807. Letters may also be
sent through the campus mail or dropped off in
The Breeze office in the basement of
" Anthony-Seeger Hall.

mention this fact.
The United States has been swept away by a wave

of conservatism, but Mr. Atwood has seemingly been
left behind. It's time that The Breeze acquired the
services of a journalist who better represents the JMU
community. Mr. Atwood is not even in left field;
he's out of the ballpark.
Scott Dow
senior
management
seven other signitures

Death no solution
To the editor:
I read the headline of Mr. Atwood's Sept. 15th
editorial, and I agree. People who advocate capital
punishment ought to be hanged, so they know what
it feels like.
Chris Hoebeke
graduate student
history

To the editor:
The Breeze editorial board made assumptions
and provided ambiguous imfromation concerning
WJMR in the Sept 15 "Famous Rumors"
editorial. The editors noted that there' is a lack of
student and school support for WJMR and that
the station would not go on-air anytime soon.
As for this apparent lack of student support,
nothing could be more false. Our organization is
compiled of 52 active members, 10 persons on
our board of directors, including the Student
Government Association president and treasurer,
eight alumni, and an additional 148 persons who
have expressed written support in WJMR in this
year alone.
Furthermore, there is strong evidence that
WJMR is high on the administration's priority
list Through Dr. Robert Scott, vice president of
student affairs, and Mr. William Merck, vice
president of business affairs, WJMR has been
allocated $2,500 for the completion of the
frequency search and for the FCC application
process. In addition, the administration has made
a commitment to construct studios and offices for
WJMR at the end of Greek Row. The
administration has both assured us of and
delivered oa their promise of continuing support
of WJMR.
As for the time schedule for on-air operation,
we are in the final phase of the frequency search.
Our next steps are a 9-12 month FCC application
process and die implementation of a plan to raise
money for equipment Depending on the
successful execution of these plans, we foresee
WJMR going on-air a year from now.
In light of these developments, an updated
report would have been a more professional initial
step for The Breeze . Instead, a pessimistic view
of WJMR became the first information the
students received about the radio station.
Laura Barton
junior

communication arts

Alcohol letter reflects irresponsibility
To the editor:
Tod Hirsch was right to criticize the view of The
Breeze editorial staff concerning students' continued
consumption of alcohol despite new restneuons. but
Hirsch misses the real issue entirely.
In one paragraph he claims that college students
"are not the irresponsible high school seniors, that
legislators suppose us to be, then tn the next
paragraph he advises. "If you want your younger
brothers and sisters to use their drug of choice when
they graduate from high school, start asking for
change now"
True, lobbying is more "responsible" than secretly

breaking the law, but the over-indulgent drinking
habits of some of our honorable JMU students are
definitely irresponsible. So we would be using
responsible means for irresponsible, destructive ends.
Young people still have not proven that they can
handle alcohoL Why give them the loaded gun?
One has to wonder why a college student (any
student, not just Hirsch exclusively), who is
supposed to be here to get a good education, expends
such energy on such a frivolous cause. And yes, the
cause is frivolous, because we have quite enough
problems with drugs and alcohol without turning
back the clock and practically placing beer in the

hands of children. There are plenty of more worthy
tilings to fret about things which deal with the
betterment of society, not the transitory thrills of
inebriation.
I, too, like to think that college students are
intelligent responsible people. But when I see letters
like Hirsch's, I have to wonder.

Brian Crawley
Junior
English

rm
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Paris bomb kills four; store destroyed
PARIS (AP) — A bomb
devastated a clothing and textile
store in central Paris Wednesday,
killing at least four people and
wounding 62, officials said.
It was the fifth terrorist attack in
the capital within 10 days.
Police said the bomb apparently
was hidden in a garbage can on the

sidewalk in front of the Tati store on
rue de Rennes in the Montparnasse
quarter and blew up about 5:25p.m.
(11:25a.m. EDT).
Fire department rescue services
said at least four people died and 62
were injured, 12 seriously.
The explosion wrecked the store's
ground floor.

Three people were killed and more
than 100 injured in the previous
bombings, which prompted the
government to adopt tough antiterrorist measures.
Two groups seeking to free three
imprisoned Middle Easterners have
issued conflicting claims of respon-

siblity for the earlier attacks.
The Committee for Solidarity with
Arab and Middle East Political
Prisoners and the Partisans of
Rights and Freedom threatened new
attacks unless Georges Ibrahim Abdallah and two other jailed Middle
Easterners are freed.

WORLD

Rescue crews remove bodies from burned mine
EVANDER, South Africa (AP) —
Weary rescue crews on Wednesday
collected the bodies of miners
sprawled along a mile-deep shaft
that a raging Are turned into a death
trap for at least 177 men.

.
'

S. African economy
boosted by mines,
worldwide exports
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) — Gold mines give South
Africa's economy a worldwide importance and are a chief source of
the nation's wealth.
Some 40 mines produced 673
metric tons of gold last year; 55 percent of the total world bullion output outside the Soviet bloc.
Gold exports also brought South
Africa $6.7 billion in income, 47 percent of the country's total foreign
earnings of $14.6 billion.
South Africa's gold mines employ
500,000 men, including 450,000
blacks. Whites largely hold supervisory positions.
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It was South Africa's worst gold
mine disaster.
Five miners still were missing and
believed dead after the Tuesday fire
at Kinross Gold Mine released lethal
clouds of chemical fumes in the No.

I shaft where about 2,400 men were
working.

Some 97 percent of the blacks are
migrants from homelands and independent countries, sometimes
hundreds of miles away. The
migrants, unable to find work near
their homes, leave their families
behind and sign contracts with the
mines for limited periods.
About 40 percent of the miners
come from neighboring countries,
and their earnings make up significant percentages of these countries'
national incomes.

barter deals struck on the high seas,
new evidence shows.

U.S. drug pressure
causes traffickers
to plague Europe
PARIS (AP) — World drug traffickers, under pressure in the United
States, are dumping cocaine and
heroin into Europe, using African
smugglers, Spanish wholesalers and

Survivors told of being trapped
and unable to breath, as they watched their freinds fall dead.

The French underworld, which
once processed and exported heroin,
is now importing drugs in growing
quantities for local use, via a "Third
World Connection" spanning three
continents. Other European traffickers are doing the same.
"There is no doubt that the South
Americans and Mexicans are looking
east" to Europe, said Michael
Pavlick, a U.S. Drug Enforcement
agent in Paris.
French police seized 143 pounds
of cocaine last month, their largest
total ever, when they caught two
couriers from Colombia passing
through two French airports.
But French authorities say they
are more worried about growing addiction to heroin.

Officials said 235 of the miners
were hospitalized with burns, injuries and chest pains from inhaling
fumes that filled the mine after a
welding machine accidently started a
fire.

United States tells
25 Soviets to leave
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States Wednesday ordered 25
members of the Soviet Union's staff
at the United Nations to leave the
United States.
The State department said the action was unrelated to the spy charges
the Soviets have filed against
American journalist Nicholas
Daniloff.
In making the announcement,
State department spokesman Bernard Kalb said the expulsion order
was part of a long-planned forced
cutback of the Soviets' U.N. staff.
The administration has said the
staff disproportionately large and is
used by Moscow for espionage purposes.

WAY

Complaints cause police
to monitor UVa's frat row

Comedian Dangerfield
fails to respect speed limit

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) — Police
have been cracking down on panic along the
University of Virginia's fraternity row in response
to neighbors' complaints.
"We just want a good night's sleep," said
Charlotte Sherman, a Rugby Road resident where
many of the fraternities are located and head of the
Venable Neighborhood Association.
"These students are very nice, very bright," said
Sherman. "We don't object to the students. We
object to the parties that go on. People have gotten
fed up with litter, fed up with parties until 2a.m.."

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Comedian
Rodney Dangerfield doesn't get any respecxt for
driving less than 55mph; not when he's in a 35mph
zone.
Police officer John Miller's radar caught Jack
Roy, Dangerfield's real name, driving 52mph in a
35mph zone la:' week, police said. Miller also cited
Dangerfield for having no registration.

City police issued 60 citations the first college
football weekend of the fall, Sept. 5-7, for offenses
ranging from littering to drinking in public.

The 64-year-old star of TV, movies and commercials, who lives in Greens Farms, Conn., was in
Florida for a performance in West Palm Beach.
Dangerfield, whose slogan is "I don't get no
respect," was totally respectful, said police
spokesman Ott Cefkin. He even autographed the
ticket: "Jack Roy AKA Rodney Dangerfield."

Indian man sets record
by talking for 165 hours
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - A 54-year-old Indian has set a world record by talking non-stop for
165 hours in seven days before large cheering
crowds, the United News of India reported Tuesday.
The news agency said E. Jayaraman, a worker in
a cigarette factory, broke the record of Sri Lankan
Kapila Kumarasinghe, who lectured non-stop on
Buddhist philosophy for 159 hours in June 1981,
according to the Guinness Book of Records.
Mr. Jayaram spoke about almost everything
trom science to politics and economics, and even
narrated stories of films through the seven days
and nights, which ended Sunday.
Guiness rules permitted Jayaraman to take a
, five-minute break every hour.
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Reagan prepared to veto
House omnibus spending bill
THE DOMINO'S PIZZA
TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Earn money for school tuition
by working at Domino's Pizza!
1.

To be eligible, an employee must meet all current
requirements for employment at Domino's Pizaa:
Own car, insurance, driver's license
Good driving record
At least 18 years of age

2.

Student must work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week,
every week.

3.

Domino's Pizaa will contribute $1.00 per each hour worked
towards your next semester's tuition. (You will earn at least
$150 towards your tuition by working only 10 hours every
week of the semester!)
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Top Dollar!

finance most government operations
and programs for the entire fiscal
year beginning Oct. 1. The full
House is due to consider the legislation later this week.
However, the president wants
more for the military and foreign aid
and less for domestic programs than
is included in the package, called a
continuing resolution.

Contract agreement
ends violent strike

Forty-six percent said they were
under 12 when they started using
drugs. Over two-thirds said they had
used cocaine, more than double the
number in a similar survey last year.
The survey was done Sept. 5 on
880 youths aged 12 to 21 who were
being treated at Straight Inc.'s eight
centers, said James Murray, director
of the New England center of the
non-profit rehabilitation program.
Of those youths, 69 percent said
they had used cocaine, compared
with 27.6 percent questioned in a
1985 survey of Straight younsters
and 7.1 percent in 1984.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —
A violent strike against eight Atlantic City casinos, responsible for 54
injuries, ended today with an agreement, union and casino officials
said.
The 13,000 strikers were told by
union officials to return to work immediately, said Polly Geregy, a
secretary to local president Roy
Silbert. She said the membership
would be given the proposed contract later today.
John Tesauro, a state mediator
who helped in the negotiations between the union and the Atlantic City
Casino Association, said the proposed three-year pact calls for an
average 2.9 percent pay increase
each year for all workers.

Other benefits include: Flexible hours and days; potential to earn
$5-8 per hour on the job; company-paid training; other lucrative
incentive programs.

If interested, call the Domino's
Pizza General Offices M-F,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., for further
details and limitations. At
other times, contact your local
Domino's Pizza store.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan says he is ready to shut
down the federal government rather
than agree to a nearly $570 billion
omnibus spending bill pending in the
House.
By voice vote on Tuesday, the
Democratic-controlled House Appropriations Committee approved
the package that is necessary to
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U.S. trade deficit
reaches new record

Bring this coupon with
you when applying for
a delivery position job,
and well start you at
a higher hourly wagel
Otter good through 10/31/86
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. foreign trade deficit hit a
record $34.7 billion from April
through June, increasing America's
burden as the world's largest debtor
nation.
The Commerce Department
reported Tuesday the imbalance in
the current account for the second
quarter was 2 percent higher than the
previous record of $34 billion in this
year's first quarter.
The current account measures not
only trade between countries in merchandise but also services, primarily
reflecting investment earnings, and
such transfer payments as foreign
aid.
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65 percent of kids
in rehab centers
got high one year
before folks knew
BOSTON (AP) — Sixty-five percent of the youths surveyed in drug
rehabilitation centers in eight states
say they had been using drugs for
more than a year before their parents
became suspicious, according to a
report released Monday.

l
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UT endowments *
exceed Harvard's
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — After
years as runner-up to Harvard
University, the University of Texas
has the nation's largest endowment,
according to reports published
Wednesday.
UT's endowment had a market
value of about S3.6 billion at the end
of August, just ahead of Harvard's
$3.5 billion, the Austin AmericanStatesman reported, quoting a
survey published in today's issue of
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
The Texas school surpassed Harvard at the end of each school's 1985
fiscal year, when the market value of
the UT funds was $2.9 billion and
Harvard's was $2.7 billion. A year
before, Harvard led with $2.5
billion, and UT had $2.3 billion.

Robertson will run
based on support
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Rev. Pat Robertson said Wednesday
that he will run for president if 3
million registered voters show their
support for him during the next 12
months with their work, prayers and
money.
At a news conference before he
was to address a rally at Constitution
Hall, the television evangelist said,
"If that many people were truly active in support of any candidate, it
would virtually guarantee victory."
Robertson refused to set any
financial goal for his effort but said
he would be "reluctant, if I can
possibly avoid it, to accept federal
funds."
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Fast FREE Delivery
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FREE DELIVERY* WITH IN 30 MIN • 10 MIN PICKUP
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